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Morris dancing is fun - apparently
The bulk of this issue, our fifteenth, is devoted to an article from 2011, reprinted with kind permission of
“Wiltshire Life”. The pictures reflect our ever changing personnel, some contemporary faces and others who
have moved on. Pete Hewitt can be seen with a grey beard! Reuben also writes interestingly about his
encounters with Deathwatch beetles. This week WHM did not dance in Chitterne and we will not be stunning
the crowds at Gold Hill Fair on Sunday – instead we do plan to perform at Bishopstrow at noon in a field.

This could be the last Prancing Pony for a while. BUT please do send items for the next Prancing Pony
to Mike Perry by Monday 6 July just in case we continue to run the presses.

A lone Morris Dancer’s lockdown struggle with
Deathwatch Beetle.
Inspired by those I have found while working on my
own in a run-down cottage, I thought it would be an
easy socially isolated job during lockdown. Oh how I
would love to be at home learning the euphonium, or
sewing scrubs.
It seems that many people who are on lockdown at the
moment have had their circadian rhythms upset and so
cannot sleep. There are methods to help solve this
problem such as counting sheep in your head,
or getting up and making a nice hot drink and going
back to bed a while later. I find rehearsing Morris
dance figures in my mind works a treat. However if
these methods don't work for you, it may be that as
you lie there in the dark, you become aware of a
'tappety tappety tap' something like a very small
woodpecker.
If you do hear this, you now really do have an excuse
to lose sleep for it is the noise of the fearsome
Deathwatch beetle calling to announce his presence.
He's not actually calling, he's banging his tough little
forehead on the roof of his 3-4mm diameter tunnel
that his former self has made. During his larval stage.
He has spent the best part of ten years munching away
at the very beams that your house is made of. He will
like to start at the end where the beam is set in the
masonry and has often become damp and a little soft,
and will chomp away at the heart wood. When they
have had their fill, he will pupate near the surface and
his adult beetle form will emerge, head banging his
desire for a mate.
You may think that a little hole like that will hardly
weaken the lovely big strong beams of your roof, and
you would be correct. However your new found
companion will have friends and relations - lots of
them. Together they may make short work of that
lovely oak beam set in your ceiling. A few gentle taps
may reveal little trails of dust from the holes; this is
called ‘frass’, otherwise known as beetle poo. Don't
knock too hard: there may not be a lot of beam left!

Here is a Deathwatch beetle, only about 7mm long but
quite cute actually. They don’t last long after
emerging as an adult, just long enough for Mrs.
Xestobium rufofillosum to lay some eggs in a crack or
crevice and start a new generation. In some properties
there must have been twenty generations gnawing
away!
There are a very few activities that have translated
themselves into the Morris so these must have been
very important at some time in history, and we can see
why beetle crushing was so very important. So now in

your attempts to sleep you can contemplate ‘the beetle
crusher’ and perfect it for when we do get out dancing
again.
Reuben Chappell

Here’s a
beam I
knocked
on
earlier!

Oops!

No WHM in Chitterne in 2020 but our ancestors were
there in 1951 !

